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Complex Simplicity
Haider Ali Jan is undoubtedly one of the most promising young artists to have emerged from Pakistan in the last ten years. He has 
developed a unique visual language which is based on a seamless amalgamation and synthesis of (found) familiar images from his 
surroundings, his facility with conventional drawing and painting, and the ease with which he incorporates tools of technology in his 
practice. His new works make a complex process of a journey of an image; starting from a found photo content to an abstracted-
drawing, with help of new media tools, to its translation into a painting done with enamel paint; a medium used for painting objects 
and homes in everyday life – in the end to make everything seemingly appear effortless. He adds to our experience of viewing the 
two-dimensional reality present in our visual landscape by further heightening it and taking it into a hyperreal world; the genius 
of Haider is that he adds all these layers of meaning into his work by not adding further visual information but instead by visually 
reducing an image to minimum possible elements. The complexity of his processes and ideas is indeed embedded in the apparent 
simplicity.

Rashid Rana
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Spatial Fantasies 
A conversation between Farida Batool and Haider Ali Jan

Farida Batool: Mao Hospital and Anarkali are favourite spots 
for street vendors to sell posters representing popular fantasies 
and desires with green lavish floral beds surrounding mansions, 
chateaus, and red-roofed cottages, a window to western homes 
and their life style. I see in your choice of colours and painterly 
execution a rendition of such fantastical imaginings that hints of 
plasticity. So tell me more about your new body of work.

Haider Ali Jan: Yes, that is my major concern for this exhibition.

FB: Then, is there any relationship in terms of fantasy and desire 
that you have portrayed between the consumer of such posters 
belonging to a certain social class and others who have the 
capacity to build houses fulfilling such fantasies?

HAJ: Of course! I am interested in a particular type of posters 
which you find in places like the local barbershops operating 
along road sides and small areas. One of my memories is of 
getting a hair cut in a local barber shop in the walled city where 
the walls were adorned with posters of luxurious dream houses. 
At the time, the barber was planning to go to the Lal Shahbaz 
Qalandar shrine believing that whatever you asked at the shrine 
you would get, whether a girl or money. That’s the fantasy I am 
interested in. It doesn’t matter to me if it’s true or false but its 
there. It is manifested through stories decorated on the walls.

FB: The perception of people who enjoy this kind of aesthetics

that you will get whatever you desire by just being present in 
some space, a sacred space to fulfill carnal desires. A desire 
in its inherent nature is something that can never be fulfilled 
and that always feeds the fantasy. And popular culture feeds 
into this fantasy through popular TV, media and these posters, 
which are easily accessible to masses. They represent a kind of 
static memory of a fantasy pasted on the walls of a barber shop, 
creating an imagined space allowing moments of indulgence to 
escape from the polluted, noisy, and mundane day-to-day living. 
These posters become windows of transportation into another 
space.

HAJ: I think, this is something that keeps them going. It makes 
this life and its hardships bearable. For some people, they will go 
there in the afterlife or perhaps they want to go there in this life.

FB: Have you ever had a chance to talk to people who buy these 
posters? What is their perception and how do they define their 
fantasy?

HAJ: There are different categories of these posters: one is 
which depicts houses, then there is the babies’ category, then 
there are religious posters specially Shia posters, then there is 
the Hollywood or Bollywood star category. And different people 
buy all of these; different social and economic classes even, like 
pregnant women buy the white healthy babies’ posters. I think the 
posters with images of beautiful houses are basically bought by 
people from underprivileged classes.

FB: What do you mean by class? How do you define or understand 
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these class structures?

HAJ: My perception of the under-privileged class would be, like, 
the daily wage earners including the barber I talked about earlier. 
There is only one bike for the entire family. He either lives in a 
rented house or a very small house, which does not entirely fulfill 
their necessities.

FB: And no UPS I think?

HAJ: No.

FB: That would be a defining thing because it would mean life 
style.

HAJ: They sleep on their roofs. It’s that sort of thing that defines 
this class. Middle class can be defined by where they go for their 
vacations.

FB: Yes, the leisure and pleasure and the idea of vacation.

HAJ: But lower class still goes to parks for picnics. I don’t see 
many in upper or middle class going for picnic in local parks.

FB: It’s interesting that leisure and vacations would be the defining 
factor because people who work for daily wages, for them vacation 
means no money for daily living. During my research on mujra 
dancers, I found it really interesting that consumers in different 
parts of Lahore were talking about how they constructed their 
understanding of desire and its fulfillment by their perception of 

the fulfillment of desires of other men living in other parts of a city. 
Everyone perceived that the other person was having a lot of fun 
and I was the only one left without any fun. So it was a whole cycle 
of perception.

HAJ: In this reference, in the late 90s and early 2000s, a lot of 
people from the walled city started shifting to outer areas like 
Defence etc. Because of this, the architecture of the walled 
city started to change. What happened then with many people 
shifting to posh areas like DHA and making large houses that the 
desire to mimic the same life style started to infiltrate the popular 
consciousness and aesthetic of people who stayed back. The 
porticos and pillars started to emerge which would operate on the 
same level as the dominant sexuality discourse that determines 
the manliness of males of both areas on the basis of who is pure 
Lahori and who is not.

FB: In your work, you reference mass produced images/posters 
of mansions and one wonders about the real inhabitants of those 
spaces. Why would someone who has made a mansion, allow 
his house to be photographed for a mass consumerable and 
pleasurable visual objectification? That visual is then given a 
privileged fetish value which one desires. A consumer’s fetish is 
that you just buy and buy and buy, be it pornography, posters, or 
chocolates, which you just keep on consuming. So I think in that 
case you let someone photograph your mansion while sitting in 
Italy or Switzerland, and the image of the house is mass produced 
and circulated maybe to fulfill your own fetish desires & thus you 
don’t have a problem with it.
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HAJ: Why would they?

FB: Yes, that’s what I am saying, because in my opinion they are 
interested, even for a little while, to give the people of third world 
countries a glimpse of their fantastical living to fulfill their colonial 
fetish against the underdeveloped struggling livelihood.

HAJ: That’s like the Queen opening her house for the commoners. 
You can enter but you cannot touch anything. You will be guided 
on how to behave in her house.

FB: In that sense, allowing these images to enter the mass media 
on a popular scale, in a way, is to fulfill their desires. And from 
the perspective of a barber shop by the street in the Walled City 
of Lahore, it is like peeking into the window through which one 
can be present in that fantasy space at one’s own terms and 
according to one’s own wishes. It’s not like when you go to the 
queens’ house. There, you are guided and are subject to the 
gaze of surveillance with full awareness. But here in one’s own 
space, one imagines the space framed in a fixed moment. There 
is no one there to control you which gives you the license 
to  indulge. And then you are free to fantasize, free to imagine, 
similar to watching pornography which is killed if there are females 
present in the space. Then you are not watching pornography, 
but an art movie. So in that sense when you put up posters in 
your barber shop in an environment like Anarkali, Walled City or 
the Railway Station, the space of the under developed country 
becomes a play ground for imagination.
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Haider Ali Jan’s work references images in popular culture, photo-journalism, 
cinema and television. Through such media as digital animation, projections, 
paintings, he re-contextualizes and distills these iconic images to their most 
essential form. By doing so, his work communicates the symbolic power these 
images have on the collective psyche and underscores a keen understanding 
of how images shape our experience and memory of events. By working with 
found images, videos and clippings, he moulds the narrative to generate another 
layer of meaning by hiding, skipping and reinforcing elements by choice, which 
alters the intent of the original, thus through his work he creates a layer on top of 
an already existing layer of film or a photograph. The renderings he uses in his 
work flattens the images. The effect that this has on the film/images is that they 
become fictionalized and are not the pure evidence of an event.

The translation from a photographic image to a drawing, there is a dramatic 
reduction of visual information but what is gained is symbolic image content. 
Drawing an object for Haider Ali Jan is equal to writing a text. If he draws an 
image of a house, it’s equal to spelling the word H-O-U-S-E. The letters in house 
are a combination of alphabets that gives meaning to houses in general. In the 
same way the drawing of a house, which is simply a combination of graphic 
symbols, gives symbolic image to this other image of a house that exists in this 
three-dimensional world. This power of graphic symbols is something that he is  
interested in the type of animations and the drawings that he makes.

Haider Ali Jan (b. 1983) is a Bachelor of Visual Art (2008) from Mariam Dawood 
School of Art and Architecture, Beaconhouse National University, Lahore and 
has exhibited widely within Pakistan and abroad including New Wight Biennial 
– UCLA Department of Art (2016), 5 Moscow International Biennale for Young 
Art (2016), Asia Triennial Pacific 8 - Queensland Art Gallery (2015), Love, War 
and Longings - Harvard-Brown Pakistani Film Festival at Cambridge (2015) 
and 5th Fukuoka Asian Art Triennial - Asian Art Museum in Japan (2014).




